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IntrodUttion

Following efforts cbntettra±ed to itiapitOVe qUantitative analysis

of the nation's ecofiömic aspeötb, it tiöti eems appropriate to intensify

the investigatibh of popuiatidt distributiot by economic and i.on-economic

C1asse8 in order to comprehensively describe and explain the nation's

general welfare.

The socio-demographic population model system is a framework

within which such an investigation may be carried out. It consists of

two main components, the first being a set of systems for classifying

the population. These systems include classification by sex, age, family

status, residential area, health status, educational status, labour force

class, social status, etc. By definitions the application of these

systems will establish certain accounting identities, which may be called

a population accounting system. The second set of components consists of

structural relations which in addition to the accounting relations explain

changes in population distribution. Because we are considering models

with the transition of persons among a number of classes, the structural

relations will be relations which explain the expected transitions from

a given class with a specified population size during a certain period.

The relations may be very simple, as in the model to be discussed in this

paper, with only one parameter or probability to be estimated or they may

be more complicated as e.g. when the transition is influenced by factors

outside the system, such as economic and educational policies, supply of

medical care, etc.

The model system has so far been considered as family of models

with the following members:

1. The demographic model

2. The health model

3. The educational model

4. The labour force model

5. The social model

The demographic model will explain how tile population is

distributed by such characteristics as sex, age, family status and



residential area, and how this distribution is changing by its own

self.-generatiiig infitetice, and from changes due to fadtort oiltside the

models e.g. econditic poiicy.

the he61th model will 'explain the distribution of population

by health status and major illnesses, and how this distribution changes

under influence from the demographic distribution and outside factors

such as medical care.

The educational model will describe the distribution of the

population by its past and present educational activities, and how this

distribution reacts to changes in the educational system.

The labour force model will describe the population distribution

by its labour force availability and its qualifications, and how the

distribution will be influenced by the demographic and educational

distributions and the economic environment. The demand for labour

as well as the realized employment are, however, variables not considered

within the range of this model.

The social model will explain the distribution of the population

by different social classes as a result of the above factors and other.

Because there are obvious interactions between the different

models, they have to be developed with the total system in mind. The

health model must e.g. be developed in such a way that it is compatible

with the demographic model. The interface between a pair of models may,

however, raise specific theoretical problems. In the development of the

structural equations, other theoretical problems will be encountered of

which some estimating problems seem still unsolved.

The system or the individual models may be used for analyzing

past development, or for making predictions, subject to given assump-

tions for the factors influencing the probabilities.

The present paper is dealing with the demographic model with

special reference to its technical characteristics. Even though it is

rather primitive at this stage, it is developed with the above objectives

in mind, and may be considered as the first step in the direction of a

socio-demographic model system.

The.2.41122E2aiLMaqt1

1. Concepts and symbols 

The model is discussed in detail elsewhere (Gilje, 1969), and

only a brief summary of the relations will be given in this paper.
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In the description of the relations the following conventions

and definitions will be used:

Left superscript:

Sex: M for males, r for females

Right superscript:

Ainicipality no.: k, where k.-: 1,2,...,K.

Right Subscrit:

Age: x o where x 	 0,1,... ow. (w is the highest age.)

In addition, n it parenthesis after the symbols represents

JatilaiI 1 of the year n for stock concepts, and the year n for

flow concepts.

The definitions are specikied explicitly for women Only, as they

will be analogous i ot WoUld have no meaning for men in our model.

The following symbols are needed to explain the model:

F k(a) L (n) represents the actual number of x-year old women January 1x
of the year n in municipality k.

(b) FDk(n) represents the actual number of deaths in municipality k in

year n among women who were x-years old per January 1 of the year n.

F k(c) FUk(n) and 
t
Ix(0 denote the number of out-migrants and thet x

number of in-migrants, respectively and are defined similarly to D.

(d) Bk(n) represents the number of children the x-year old women at

the beginning of year n in municipality k, actually will bear during the

year n.

F
(e) tqx is the probability that a woman being x years old, at the

beginning of a year, die in the municipality before she is x+t years old.

(f) tux denotes the probability that a woman living in municipality k

and being x years at the beginning of a year, will move out of the munici-

pality before she is x+t years old.

F.k(E) tix is the probability that a female out-migrant of age x at the

beginning of a year will move into municipality k before she is x+t years

old.

(h)fk is the expected number of live children born by a womant x
before she obtains the age x+t years, and who is x years old and living

in municipality k at the beginning of a year.

(i) Fc denotes the proportion of girls in one birth cohort. We assume

this to be a constant.
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(I) Furthermore, we shall introduce the contention that if X is a

ramdom variable, X shall denote a predictor foi. X. Thüs, foi, example,
r kFjk() will be a predictor for' L (11)x

FAk 	 F k(k) A symbol like tqx denotes an estimator for tqx .

The above symbols can now be used for introducing the simple

regional model we intend to use. Our first intention was to estimate

specific death probabilities for each municipality. These estimates

showed great variations, however, and we decided to use the same set

of age-specific estimates for all municipalities.

2. Model relations

For typographical simplification symbols with no sex designation

represent either sex, when the relations are analogous for men and women.

When the subscript t is omitted, it is always assumed to be I.

The model contains the following relations:

(2.1) e (n+1) fec fnN ern\
x+1 	 x` 	 x`

Nk 	 Nk(2.2) 	 D
x
(n) = qx • Lx(n).

e(n) + 111:(n).

(2.3) t(n) = ;It *n).

K
(2.4) 	if 	E 03 (n).

j=1

(2.5) t(n) 

44
(2.6) 	 Wk(n) 	 E

x:15

FNk
x
(n).

(2. 7)
Nk 	 Ak , 	 • Wk(n) +

-1 
•

-1
(n)Lo(n+1) 	 U. - 	 u )1 • c2 -1 	 i -1

<for k 	 1,2,...,K; 0 ,m1 x 	 w and n = 0,1,0.. . As age 0 applies to

children born in the year n-1, we have set x equal to -1 for children

born in year n. With this convention, and using a modified version

of (2.3):

(2.3 v )(n) = i tZ, • c • Wk n •-1

(2.4) and (2.5) will also be valid for x -1.
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k (m+j-1)
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E Mk (m+3-1)
j=1 x
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III. Estimation ot2/19_babilitie..!

Let p and a be the force of mortality and out-migration

respectively. (A definition of the force of mortality can for example

be found in Berger, 1939, p. 40. a is defined similarly.) If we have

data for each of the years m to (m+t-1), estimators for average forces

of mortality and migration in the period are

(3.1)

E Dk (m+j-1)
x

u x(m,t) ; k
m (m+j-1)

j=1

(3.2)

Mkx(m+j-1) is the observed, aggregated lifetimes in municipality k and

calendar year (m+j-1) of persons of age x at the beginning of the year.

This quantity may be approximated by

(3.3) 	 Mkx(m+j-1)Lkx(m+j-1) 	 i(Dkx(m+j-1) +

U
k
x(m+j-1) - Ik 

x(m+j-1)).

The following relation:

lc
lc 	a x(m,t) Ak 	 "k(3.4) 	 u x(m,t) 4= lc 	 lc 	 • {1-exp(-u x(m,t)-a x(m,t))1,il x(m,t) + a x(m,t)

is an estimator for the average probability for out-migration in the
"years m to (m+t-1). A similar formula can be used for q
k 
x(m,t), but

we are satisfied with an estimate of the average mortality in the whole

country. In this context, we assume that the net migration from Norway

is zero. This gives us:

k t

,,
z
	 .

E 
1
 E Dx(m+3-l)

k=1_=1 
Vx(m ' t) : --i- 	 , t k

E E Mx(m+j-1)
k=1 j ra

(3.5)
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and

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3. 8)

A

qx(m,t) t 1 - exp (-px(m,t)).

k
As an estimator for i x(m,t) we use:

E

• k

x(m+j-1)
ik fm 151_

x` 	 t
E U (m+j-1)

j=1 x

fkx(m,t) is estimated by:

aE B

• k

 x(m+3-1)

	

?x(m,t) -1=1 	
• F 	 .E Lk (m+3-1)

	

j=1 	 •x

IV. Processing system 

1. Planning and preparatory work

By processing system we mean here all data specifications and

operative instructions needed to apply the theoretical model set down

above on empirical observations and problems.

When we started building this processing system, our main aim

was to make it as flexible as possible. To change smaller or greater

parts of the programs should be easy for several reasons.

First, changes would be necessary for technical reasons, e.g.

the data situation could change; the model application output, as for

example population projections, could prove to be inadequate, etc.

Another reason for flexibility is the demand for population

projections based on sets of hypothetical probability values as alterna-

tives to the estimated values of the probabilities. Such alternative

assumptions do not change the system basically. In many cases it is

sufficient to change input data. However, situations may appear when

it is necessary to change parts of the system. If this can be done

by substitution without damaging the functions of other parts, much

programming work and time may be saved.

Lastly, the planned extension of the model had to be taken into

account. We may want to split the population into further groups not



included this far in the model. Such groups may for instance be a

splitting by different marital status, by economically active and non

active population, etc. Large parts of the system will not be affected

by such extensions and should therefore be left undisturbed.

All this leads to a modular building of the system of which we

will give a description in the next section.

To test our methods and the mathematical model, a simplified

version of the system was first madeö We shall not go into details

• about this Version, but only state that the experiences we thus obtained

gave us a basis to proceed with the general system.

2...System _ description

The general system can be divided into three separate parts.

The first part consists of aggregation of the "raw" data from

the central population register into the more compact form convenient

for our special purposes. (Blocks 1 through 7, and 9 and 11 in fig.

(4.1).)

In the second part the estimates for probabilities for death

and migration and expected number of births are calculated. (Blocks

8 and 10 in fig. (4-1).)

Finally, the system includes one part for applying the numerical

model for projection calculations. (Blocks 12, 13 and 14 in fig. (4.1).

See also fig. (4.2).)

In the following we will give a short explanation to each of

the blocks in fig. (4.1).

Block 1: All data needed on which this model is based, exist

as identified, individual data on magnetic tapes. They are identified

by the official Norwegian identification numbers introduced October 1,

1964 (Selmer 1967, Skaug 1967).

Block 2: In each record with data of an observed event, :the number

of the municipality of residence is included. (For instance at the

data of death in a death record.) Because of several municipality

mergers in recent years, a certain area on the map may not be identified

by the same municipality-number during the period we are interested in.

Such mergers have therefore been anticipated by changing all municipality -

numbers at the beginning of the projection period. One consequence of

this is that many movements previously recorded as inter-municipality
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migratiohi win be disregarded as such because the new borders surround

both munitipalitieS invoived.

Biock 3: A migi,ation record contains both the municipality -

number from which person is moving and that of the municipality into

which he is moving. For all migrations in one year the sequence of the

file is determined first by the migrants' identification numbers then

by the dates in the year that the migrations were registered. Thus,

if more than one migration is registered for the same person, they will

lie in sequence on the file according to the registration date. In the

model we have account for the fact that persons can migrate several

times in the course of one year. As we are only interested in where a

person is living at the end of each calendar year, we can avoid this

problem by disregarding all these intermidiate moves.

The following procedure is used: The first record which in

most cases is also the last, for one person is read and the identifi-

cation number of the municipality in which he was staying at the

beginning of the year memorized. Then any more migration records for

the same person except the last one is passed. From the last record

the number of the municipality of residence at the end of the year is

memorized. If the number of the municipality of residence at the

beginning and at the end are equal, no migration is recorded. If the

numbers are different, the first record is copied into a file which can

be called the out-migration file, and the last record (most often equal

to the first one), is copied into the in-migration file.

These two files are sorted into sequences determined by the

numbers of the municipality of residence at the beginning of the year

and at the end of the year, respectively.

Block 4: At this stage sums are developed from the individual

data. This is done similarly for deaths, out-migrants, and in-migrants

after having sorted the deaths according to the municipality of residence

at the time of death.

The sums developed are Dk 	 uk (m+j-1) and Ik (m+j-1)x
for x = -1,0,1,...,w; k = 1,2,...,K; and j = 1,2,...,t. (For the use

of x = -1, see the explanation after (2.7).) These sums are used as

elements in 2 • w -order matrices (two sexes and (4 age-groups) formed

for each municipality and for each year. One separate matrix is made

for each of the three demografic events.



Block 5: This sorting-routine is not essential, but to reduce

the number of files the death-, the out and the in-migration-matrices

are sorted into three files. For each municipality we find the matrices

for the t years from which we use data in a sequence. The main sorting

parameter is thus the municipality-number, the second parameter is the

calendar-year the data come from.

Block 6: To calculate the denominators in (3.1) and (3.2), sums

of the population at the beginning of each year similar td those which

have been counted up for deaths etc., are needed. The procedure is

similar to that used in block 4.

Block /: This 1)10Ck is Sitilat to bio iti< 5, and any further

comments shoUld tot be necessary.

Block 8: The data can now be used for calculating estimates

of death- and migration-probabilities. The formulae used in this block

are (3. 1-7 ).

Block 9: This routine differs from that in block 5 by pro-

cessing individual birth-records instead of the more compact data in

block 5 and 7.

Block 10: In contrast to the estimation of death- and migration

probabilities we found it was more convenient to estimate expected

number of children born, directly from the individual birth-records, i.e.

the counting of children born in groups according to the mothers' age

and municipality of residence, is not done in a separate block, but in

direct connection with the calculation of (3.8).

Block 11: This is identical to block 6. The last year from

which stock data of the population can be obtained, is used as the

initial year for projections. This will generally, but not necessarily

be the year after the last year used in block 6.

Block 12: The model structure estimation is finished at this

stage of processing. The application of the model for calculating

projections by the formulae (2. 1-7) is represented by this block. The

calculating procedure is controlled by certain parameters which give

information of the number of municipalities at the beginning of the

initial year and how many years we want projections for.



The primary output is of course the proje;ted population, but

as a by-product projected number of deaths, children born and migrations

for each year and municipality are obtained.

Block 13: The detailed results are printed out in a large

table. This table is, however, too large to be suitable for publishing.

Therefore several other programs for condensing the results have been

made.

3. Programs for estimation

The madhine used is An IBM 360/40 model wiih 	 K, five 9-chanels

and one i-chanels tal*-driVes, tt'4o 2311 disk-drives of which one is

reserved for the operating system, one card-reader and one printer.

The choice of programming language was based on the following

considerations. As we wanted an operative first version of the model

as fast as possible, FORTRAN seemed to be the best choice. Another

argument for FORTRAN was the mathematics involved and the extensive use

of matrices, both aspects more easily programmed in FORTRAN than in any

other language available for the computer to be used.

On the other hand, we had to consider the large amounts of

input and output data. Using FORTRAN for input/output, would mean a

time consumption on the computer far beyond any reasonable limits.

COBOL was therefore a better choice for input/output routines. ASSEMBLER

was not considered because of the limited programmer capacity available

in this language.

A program written in one of these languages can, as a subroutine,

easily be linked together with a program written in the other language.

Consequently, all input/output routines and programs containing few or

no calculations written in COBOL were linked to the rest which were

written in FORTRAN with one exception. Block 6 in fig. (4.1) (and there-

fore also block 11) already existed as an ASSAMBLER-program. We had only

to adjust it to our special purpose. An example on how FORTRAN and

COBOL are used together, is given in fig. (4.2) and in the text in

explaining this figure.

To indicate the amount of data handled, it may be mentioned that

the population register contains about 4 mill. individual records of

stock data for each year. We have about 180 000 inter-municipally
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migrations, 70 000 births and 35 000 deaths; annually. After per-

forming the summations in blocks 4, 6 and 11, we are left with 4 .° 451

records (there are 451 municipalities in Norway at the beginning of

1969) for each year containing death-migration- and stock-data.

In these programs the data are also transformed into the

floatingpoint form as they are going to be used in FORTRAN programs.

From this stage all data and results are kept in this form until the

final printout.

41 _ Proiection _ provam

We mentioned in the beginning of this chapter that we wanted

a modulai, systen This IŠ especially important in the projection

program in which the mathematical model has been implemented. All

changes in the model will also lead to changes in this program.

As seen from fig. (4.2) the program consists of a main program

and 10 subroutines. The subroutines are linked together by the main

program. This way subroutines can easily be replaced or removed even

though constants and arrays may be common for several subroutines.

In order to compute a projection, an initial specification of

the population has to be placed on the disc store.

Block 1: The control parameters are read. The first of these

gives information on the no. of regions for which the program is

supposed to make projections.

We want to be able to stop the calculations on certain points

and then to restart. This may be done by establishing regular check-

points, but this requires a spare file. Instead, we now read two

parameters. The former tells the program which initial year the current

run is using. This need not be the year from which the projections

originally started, as we may have stopped and restarted the calculations

several timed by now. It is the programmer's responsibility to see that

the same initial stock of population is placed on disk. This is easily

done by a utility-program copying the last projections (or the "genuine"

initial stock) from tape to disk. The latter of these parameters tell

the program when to stop the current run.

Finally two parameters are needed to tell the program which

proportion of a birth cohort is boys and which is girls. These para-

meters are denoted c in formula (2.7).
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Block 2: The projections for each municipality are calculated in

two steps, and therefore the data is also read in two steps. F4.rst the

population at the beginning of the year, estimated for expected number

of children born, out-migration-, and death-probabilities are needed.

Block 3: The total number of children boria is calculated accor-

ding to 6.6). Then this number is split into boys and giris using the

parametei,s M afid rc.

Block 4: The number of deaths in each age-group is calculated

according to (2.2).

Block 5: After finding the number of out-migrants in each age-

group according to (2.3), these are cummulated with the number of out-

migrants from other municipalities. The resulting matrix of the total

number of out-migrants in each age-group, is saved for later use.

(Formula (2.4).)

Block 6 & 7: By skipping the last number of (2.1), a preli-

minary projection is calculated and then written on a disc work-area.

Before proceeding to next municipality, projected number of deaths,

out-migrants and children born are written on an out-put tape. When

the calculations are completed up to this point for the last municipality,

the input tapes are rewound in order to make the data available for cal-

culations of next years projections.

In the second step the number of in-migrants is added to the

preliminary projections developed in the first step.

Block 8: For each municipality the corresponding estimates for

the probabilities of in-migration and the preliminary stock are read.

Block 9 & 10: The matrix built up in the machine by adding the

out-migrants over all municipalities is by now complete and (2.5) can

be used.

Then the last member of (2.1) is ready, and by adding this to

the rest, the final projection is also ready.

Block 11: This projection we write both on an output tape and

on disc to replace the former input stock of population. The projected

number of in-migrants is also saved on a special tape.
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These in-migration routines are repeated until the last muni-
1•cipality has been processed. At this stage the tape with esitmates for

in-migration probabilities is rewound.

If this also is the last projection year in the run, the pro-

cessing is stopped. If not the whole projection procedure is

repeated.

V..._2_92trational experiences

The system has been used in three extensive applications so

far, and after some minor changes in he first version, it now seems

to work according to the planned specifications. Some of our

experiences may be of general interest.

The prolection program needs approximately 46 mintites to cal-

culate and write projections on tape for one year with full specifi-

cation for 451 municipalities. The two programs for structure estimation

need approximately 42 minutes together to make all the estimates of

expected numbers of children born, death- and migration-probabilities.

There is, however, a rather time consuming program early in the

process. That is the program extracting the necessary statistics from

the population register. Running this program through the approximate

4 million records requires from 4 to 9 hours, depending on how many

data controls we find necessary for screening the individual records.

We mentioned earlier that we chose to use the floatingpoint

dataform through all programs, including that which writes the final

results on tape. This is of course an inefficient way for printing out

results, and the data are therefore converted before being listed. A

special tabel program performs the conversions and takes care of

writing detailed results in a more suitable form both on paper and on

tape. To write the original stock of population and 22 years projec-

tions for 451 municipalities the computer requires approximately 11

hours.

Three hours out of the 11 are used for printing operations.

The remaining 8 hours are mainly used for conversion of data and

indexing in (23°2•100)-order matrices. This part of the procedure can

probably be made more efficient by another system solution. The



results are printed out in a format texted and ready for offset printing

in a special publication for population projections.

The projection program's adaptability to alternative assumptions

has also been tested. This way done by making an alternative projec-

tion assuming each municipality to be a closed comunity; i.eo no

migration across municipality borders was allOwed. This was easily

done eliihinatirig ttbrodiihes concerhing migration. Then those routines

affected b9' this weise appropriately altered,

El ELEslarlEthmlnelaptaaI

For some time theoretical model work has been carried out in

connection with the socio-demographic model system. Most of this work

has been based on the theory of stochastic processes.

The above described demographic model will be improved in two

ways. First, the present constant out-migration probabilities may be

replaced by migration relations in which a number of influencing fac-

tors will be introduced. When introduced in the operative model, the

effects of alternative patterns for regional economic development on

the population distributes may be studied.

The second improvement will be to introduce cross-classifi-

cation by marital status in the model. The current data registration

necessary for this extension has already been available for several

years, but so far the status for the total population has been missing.

When the 1970 Population Census has been carried out, marital status

will be currently maintained for the whole population, and this charac-

teristic can be introduced in the model. The demographic model will then

be more suited for studying the variations for new housing units,

better explanation of the number of births can be developed and a more

satisfactory basis for labour force availability studies can be obtained.

From 1971 current individual recording of completed education

specified for any cources with a duration of more than 5 months will

be introduced. The data on education from the 1970 Population Census

and this current registration will be an important source for develop-

ing an educational model compatible with the demographic model. The

first step in developing such a model for explaining the population
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distribution by education will be to construct a model which explains

an age and sex specified popu1ation 9 s transitions to different educations

on a national level. The main condition of the model system on this

first stage model will be that it is compatible with the demographic

model as to age specifications. From an initial population specified

by sex, age and education, it may then be possible to develop projections

for the population distribution by education which will be consistent

with the demographic projections.

The ultimate aim is, however, also in this model to explain

how the transitions are affected by external factors such as the capacity

of the school system, employment prospects, etc.

A todel for explaining the idboilr force potentials subject to

given conditions is considered based on the current population

registration, the 1970 Population Census and a Quarterly Labour Force

Survey.

These and other compatible models will explain the population

distributions by different classifications. Quantitative measures of

the social welfare may be computed as transformations of these distri-

butions. The construction of this transformation has to be based on

an explicit theory of welfare which is a task outside the scope of the

socio-demographic model system.
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